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Abstract—We present a genetic algorithm for tackling a file assignment problem for a large-scale video-on-demand system. The file
assignment problem is to find the optimal replication and allocation of movie files to disks so that the request blocking probability is
minimized subject to capacity constraints. We adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy, where the entire solution space of file assignments
is divided into subspaces. Each subspace is an exclusive set of solutions sharing a common file replication instance. This allows us to
utilize a greedy file allocation method for finding a good-quality heuristic solution within each subspace. We further design two
performance indices to measure the quality of the heuristic solution on 1) its assignment of multicopy movies and 2) its assignment of
single-copy movies. We demonstrate that these techniques, together with ad hoc population handling methods, enable genetic
algorithms to operate in a significantly reduced search space and achieve good-quality file assignments in a computationally efficient
way.
Index Terms—File assignment, genetic algorithm, video-on-demand.
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INTRODUCTION

W

the rapid advances in multimedia, communications, and mass storage technologies, the deployment
of commercial video-on-demand (VOD) services to a large
population of users has become a reality [1]. For such a largescale VOD system, it is essential to manage and store an
extensive collection of movie titles in a digitized and
compressed format by using a storage subsystem made of
a large cluster of online disks. Due to the significant
asymmetry in access demand for different movie titles, it is
necessary to replicate popular movie titles over multiple
disks so as to increase the stream capacity of the system in
serving user requests for popular movie titles.
Because of the large disk storage space and I/O
bandwidth required in storing and delivering movie
contents, it is important to manage the limited disk
resources in the VOD system efficiently to achieve good
service quality. Due to the long-lived nature of the channel
ITH
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holding time, an important performance metric of the VOD
system is the request blocking probability (RBP). The impact of
file assignment optimization on the RBP of the VOD system
has been well established in the literature [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Given a large number of disks with
limited capacity in both storage space and I/O bandwidth
and a large library of movie titles with significant
asymmetry in access demand and file size, the file assignment problem is to find how we can replicate and allocate
movie files to disks so that the RBP of such a capacityconstrained system is minimized.
As we will see in Section 2, earlier proposals in the
literature for the file assignment problem relied on more or
less simplified and, thus, unrealistic assumptions. Although
the complexity of the file assignment problem can be greatly
reduced with such unrealistic assumptions, the practicability of the obtained solutions in real systems is significantly
undermined. This concern has led us to approach the file
assignment problem in a more realistic way, which gives rise
to a challenging constrained nonlinear integer optimization
problem.
Our focus in this paper is to present an evolutionary
approach based on genetic algorithms (GAs) [12] for finding
good-quality solutions in a computationally efficient way
for this difficult file assignment problem. The proposed
evolutionary approach exploits an elaborate transformation
of the file assignment problem so that ad hoc methods can
be designed to manipulate the stochastic search of GAs
within a drastically reduced yet effective solution space. To
circumvent the cumbersome RBP evaluation for each
feasible solution explored in the evolution process, we
design two performance indices to estimate the quality of a
file assignment on 1) its assignment of multicopy movies
and 2) its assignment of single-copy movies. By means of
these two easy-to-compute attributes that jointly measure
the quality of a file assignment, we further expedite the
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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stochastic search of GAs and yet obtain file assignment
solutions of comparable quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We discuss
related work in Section 2. The VOD system model is
described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the problem
formulation and the transformation method. Section 5 deals
with the design of the ad hoc population handling methods
and the implementation of the evolutionary optimization
program based on GAs. Details of the two performance
indices are provided in Section 6. In Section 7, we show how
we solve the file assignment problem by means of the two
easy-to-compute performance indices using multiobjective
optimization techniques. We demonstrate in Section 8 the
superior performance of our proposed algorithms through
extensive numerical experiments. Finally, we provide
concluding remarks in Section 9.

2

RELATED WORK

The impact of file assignment optimization on the RBP
performance of VOD systems and the motivation of the file
assignment problem considered in this paper have been
well established in the literature [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11]. It is complicated to the point that the RBP of
the VOD system is not only susceptible to how movie files
are assigned to disks but also sensitive to how disks
(servers) are selected to serve user requests for multicopy
movies [10].
Little and Venkatesh [2] studied a simplified version of
the problem, assuming that requests for multicopy movies
are handled in accordance with what we call a single random
trial (SRT) server selection scheme. In the SRT system, when
a request for a multicopy movie arrives, one of the disks
storing a file copy of the requested movie title is randomly
selected. If the I/O bandwidth (stream capacity) of the disk
is used up, the request is simply blocked, without further
attempting any other disk that keeps a file copy of the
requested movie title. Little and Venkatesh proved that the
RBP of the SRT system is minimized if each homogeneous
disk has an equal probability of being accessed. In other
words, the problem is reduced to finding a movie file
assignment that achieves disk load balancing [11].
Taking advantage of the latter, various algorithms were
proposed in [3], [4], [5], and [6] to find optimal or nearoptimal solutions for the simplified file assignment problem. The polynomial time greedy algorithm proposed in
[4] guarantees the file assignment to attain disk load
balancing. However, it relies heavily on a weighted
scheduler and the assumption of unlimited disk storage
space. For a practical system with disks of limited storage
space, it was proved in [3] that, even if all movie titles are
restricted to having only one single file copy in the system,
the file assignment problem is still NP-hard [13]. An
interesting method was proposed in [3] to decide the
number of file copies for each movie title. It is essentially
similar to the well-known apportionment method used to
achieve fairness of state representation in a government
congress [14]. However, such an approximation method
works for the VOD system only if all movie titles are of
identical file size, which is not a realistic assumption in
practice.
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Considering, again, in the context of the SRT system but
for a more realistic assumption of heterogeneous movie file
sizes and a system of heterogeneous disks, a hybrid
evolutionary algorithm was presented in [5] to find nearoptimal solutions for the file assignment problem. A similar
version of the problem in [5] was studied in [6], which
allows for the same weighted scheduler as in [4]. The
methodology in [6] relies on solving a relaxed problem for
finding the ideal access probability of each heterogeneous
disk and a goal programming approach for performing the
assignment and reassignment of movie files iteratively until
a sufficiently near-optimal file assignment solution is found.
The SRT system is inherently inefficient in disk resource
utilization, given the existence of multicopy movies. Moreover, the quality of a file assignment with respect to the RBP
established in the SRT system does not hold true in
situations where more efficient server selection schemes
are used [10].
Without much concern for the cost and complexity of
real-time stream scheduling in large-scale VOD systems, a
stream repacking scheme was considered in [7], which
utilizes disk resources more efficiently than SRT. The
heuristic algorithm proposed in [7] for the file assignment
problem contains two parts. First, it again relies on the
unrealistic assumption of a homogeneous movie file size so
that the number of file copies replicated for each movie title
could be decided approximately by the apportionment
method [14]. Second, taking advantage of multicopy
movies, it provides a greedy file allocation method that
seeks to connect more pairs of disks by allocating some
common movie files on both disks in each pair. It was
observed that high disk connectivity produced this way
increases the potential of finding a feasible schedule for
facilitating stream repacking. Subsequently, two other
groups of researchers [8], [9] followed the strategy in [7]
but offered variations of the stream repacking scheme and
of the heuristic algorithm to achieve high disk connectivity.
Clearly, these earlier proposals for the file assignment
problem rely on more or less simplified and, thus,
unrealistic assumptions so that the complexity of the
problem can be greatly reduced. In this paper, we approach
the file assignment problem in a more realistic way. We
assume disks of limited storage space and movies of
heterogeneous file sizes. We consider a more realistic server
selection scheme called least busy fit (LBF) [10] in handling
requests for multicopy movies. LBF can achieve efficient
utilization of disk resources at reasonable implementation
cost and complexity. Making use of the available system
state information, the LBF system always directs a request
for a multicopy movie to the least busy disk where a file
copy of the requested movie title is placed. We will see that
the file assignment problem in the context of the LBF system
is challenging. Our goal in this paper is to develop robust
algorithms for tackling this difficult file assignment
problem in a computationally efficient way.

3

SYSTEM MODEL

For the reader’s convenience, we provide in Table 1 a list of
major symbols that we shall define and use in this paper.
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TABLE 1
Summary of Major Symbols

Consider a VOD system with a set D of J online disks
labeled 1; 2; . . . ; J and a set F of M movie titles marked
1; 2; . . . ; M. Note that each online disk in this context can be
either a conventional hard disk drive or a disk striping
group [15]. Without loss of generality, we describe any
substantive secondary storage device in the storage subsystem of the VOD system as a “disk” throughout this
paper. In situations where the system consists of heterogeneous disks, we assume the use of the disk merging
technique [16] so that a logical collection of J homogeneous
disks can be constructed from the array of heterogeneous
disks. It was shown in [16] that the disk merging technique
yields secondary storage with high availability and maximum flexibility. In our context, it allows the use of the
combination load balancing (CLB) technique [11] to utilize
disk resources more efficiently.
We assume that each disk has a limited storage space of
C units. (For example, one unit of storage space could be
1 Gbyte.) Each variable-bit-rate (VBR) compressed video
stream is delivered over a constant-bit-rate (CBR) channel
by using temporal smoothing algorithms [17]. Bit rates of
independent video streams are considered to be statistically
equivalent [18]. Thus, each disk can support up to
N concurrent video streams. The file
P size of movie m is
Lm units. Therefore, it requires L ¼ m2F Lm units of disk
storage space to allocate one file copy for each movie title in
F . We assume that L < JC so that the system has spare
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disk storage space to place multiple file copies for certain
movie titles in F . We also assume that L > C so that we
cannot replicate each movie title in F to each disk in D.
Let X ¼ ½xm;j MJ denote a file assignment matrix, where
xm;j ¼ 1 if a file copy of movie m, m 2 F , is placed on disk j,
j 2 D; otherwise, xm;j ¼ 0. For X to be a feasible file
assignment solution, it must allocate at least one file copy
for each movie m in F . It must also satisfyPthe storage space
constraint on each disk in D, that is,
m2F xm;j Lm  C,
8j 2 D. To extract from X the information of how each
movie title is replicated and where the movie and its
replicas (if it is replicated) are allocated, we define two
concepts.
We define a file replication instance
as the vector
P
n ¼ ðn1 ; n2 ; . . . ; nM Þ, where nm ¼ j2D xm;j indicates the
integer number of file copies replicated for movie m. We
call a movie title that has c file copies a type-c movie.
Considering the fact that no performance gain can be
obtained by storing multiple file copies of any movie title on
one single disk [2], the nm file copies of movie m must be
allocated to nm different disks. The overall disk storage
space
required by a file replication instance n is given by
P
m2F nm Lm . We further define a file allocation instance as a
disk location arrangement  ¼ ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; M Þ or  ¼
ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; J Þ for the set of movie files specified in the
file replication instance n. The mth element in  describes
the set of nm different disks, where the nm file copies of
movie m are stored. It corresponds to all nonzero items in
the mth row of X and is given by m ¼ fj : j 2 D; xm;j ¼ 1g.
Similarly, the jth element in  describes the set of movie
titles of which a file copy is placed on disk j. It corresponds
to all nonzero items in the jth column of X and is given by
j ¼ fm : m 2 F ; xm;j ¼ 1g. Thus, X can be equivalently
represented by the tuple hn; ; i.
It was observed in [19] that interarrival times of user
requests in streaming multimedia systems are exponentially
distributed. We therefore assume that the aggregate arrivals
of user requests in the VOD system follow a Poisson process
with a rate of  requests per time unit. (For example, one
time unit could be 1 hour.) The request arrival processes for
different movie titles are mutually independent Poisson
processes. The demand rate for movie m creates its
of
popularity profile pm , defined as the relative probability
P
p
¼
1.
the movie m being requested by users, and M
m¼1 m
The channel holding time of movie m is arbitrarily
distributed with a mean of 1=m time units. In practice,
the movie popularity profiles are updated periodically to
capture the variability of user demand. During the time
interval between such updates, the request arrival rate of
movie m is given by pm . Therefore, the traffic load Am of
^
movie m is given by pm =m . The aggregate
P traffic load Ac
of all type-c movies is obtained by
A
.
The
m2F ;nm ¼c m
aggregate
traffic load A of all movie titles in F is computed
P
by m2F Am .
For all numerical experiments that we have conducted in
this paper, we assume that the movie popularity profiles in
the VOD system are distributed so that
m
; 8m 2 F :
pm ¼ PM

k¼1 k

ð1Þ
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The parameter  in (1) determines the skewness of the
popularity distribution. This distribution function is commonly known as a Zipf-like distribution [20], since, when
 ¼ 1, it becomes a Zipf distribution [21]. Moreover, we
assume that the channel holding time of movie m, taking
into consideration user interactive behavior [22], follows a
lognormal distribution. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the mean channel holding time of movie m is
proportionally equivalent in magnitude to its file size.

4

PROBLEM FORMULATION

AND

TRANSFORMATION

Given the parameters and notation defined in Section 3, the
file assignment problem aiming at finding a feasible
solution that minimizes RBP in the VOD system can be
formulated as
Minimize
subject to

RBPX
X
xm;j  1; 8m 2 F ;

ð2Þ

X

To that end, we have divided the entire solution space of
the original problem into subspaces. Each subspace is an
exclusive set of file assignments sharing a common file
replication instance and is conquered by finding a goodquality heuristic solution through the greedy file allocation
method presented in [11]. In that paper, the authors
established that such a heuristic solution, if any, aims for
uniform disk resource sharing of multicopy movie traffic and
disk load balancing on single-copy movie traffic. It yields a
closer-to-optimal RBP in the VOD system than those
methods proposed in [7], [8], and [9], which typically aim
for high disk connectivity. This way, the original problem is
reduced to finding an optimal file replication instance, of
which the heuristic solution achieves a globally minimal
RBP. Let  ¼ ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; M Þ or  ¼ ð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; J Þ
denote the heuristic file allocation instance, if any, of a file
replication instance n. The file assignment problem can now
be reformulated as
Minimize
subject to

j2D

xm;j Lm  C; 8j 2 D;

ð3Þ

m2F

xm;j 2 f0; 1g; 8m 2 F ; 8j 2 D: ð4Þ
The inequality in (2) requires each movie in F to have at
least one file copy stored in the system, which we call the
movie availability constraint. The inequality in (3) describes
the storage space constraint for each disk in D. For each X, we
derive its corresponding tuple hn; ; i so that its RBP can
be evaluated by a fixed-point approximation model of the
LBF system provided in the Appendix.
The fixed-point approximation model can be used to
evaluate the RBP of the LBF system with sufficient accuracy
[10]. However, it is complex in nature. Among other things,
the evaluation of the fixed-point approximation model is,
by itself, an iterative process. Thus, the objective function
RBP in this context has to be treated like a black box.
Moreover, this black box must take in the complete binary
representation of a feasible file assignment as the input so
that it can return a valid RBP result. This makes it infeasible
to drop the integrality requirements on the binary variables
in (4) and to compute for gradients. We are not aware of any
existing mathematical approach that can be applied to solve
such a constrained nonlinear integer optimization problem.
We have therefore resorted to GAs [12].
An important point to realize in a practical VOD system
is that the spare disk storage space available for accommodating multicopy movies is usually not very large.
Consequently, the region of infeasible solutions to the file
assignment problem can be rather large. Although constraint handling methods [23] can be applied to guide the
search direction of GAs toward the feasible region, we will
see in Section 8.1 that it can take a considerably long time
before GAs can locate the feasible region. For the sake of a
more efficient stochastic search using GAs, we have
designed a divide-and-conquer strategy that allows us to
transform the original file assignment problem in such a
way that we can operate GAs within a drastically reduced
yet effective search space.
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RBPhn; ; i
nm 2 f1; 2; . . . ; $g; 8m 2 F
X
Lm  C; 8j 2 D;
m2j

where $ ¼ J is defined as the upper bound on nm , 8m 2 F .
We will see in Section 8.2 that in practice, an upper bound
smaller than J may be selected. Since the value of each
element in the file replication instance can be easily
controlled within a positive integer range ½1; $, the movie
availability constraint in (2) of the original problem
formulation is readily satisfied in the transformed problem
formulation. For a system of J disks and M movie titles, the
search space is reduced from 2JM file assignment solutions
to merely $M file replication instances.
Recall that the overall disk storageP
space required by a
filePreplication instance n is given by m2F nm Lm . Clearly,
if m2F nm Lm > JC, no feasible file assignment solutions
can be found for n. Such a file replication instance is
therefore strictly nonallocatable. On the other hand, we will
see that, even if
X
nm Lm  JC;
ð5Þ
m2F

there is no certainty that any feasible file assignment
solution can be found for n. If this occurs, the file replication
instance is not strictly allocatable. This is due to heterogeneous movie file sizes but is also attributed to the
stringent requirement that multiple file copies of any movie
title in F must be placed on different disks. A file
replication instance satisfying (5) is hence considered as
likely allocatable. For the transformed problem, a likely
allocatable file replication instance is allocatable only if a
heuristic solution can be found by the greedy file allocation
method.
Based on this reasoning, we are able to further partition
the solution space of the transformed problem into two
separate regions: 1) strictly nonallocatable file replication
instances and 2) likely allocatable file replication instances.
Now, the transformed problem boils down to the design of
ad hoc methods so that we can operate GAs solely within
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Fig. 1. Reduce the search space by problem transformation in a system of three disks and eight movie titles. (a) File assignment solutions to the
original problem. (b) File replication instances to the original problem. (c) File replication instances to the transformed problem. (d) Strictly
nonallocatable file replication instances. (e) Likely allocatable file replication instances.

the search space of likely allocatable file replication
instances and thus further improve the stochastic search
efficiency.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example of how the proposed
transformation method drastically reduces the search space
of the file assignment problem. Here, we consider a system
of three disks and eight movie titles. Each disk has a storage
space of four units. Table 2 provides the corresponding
movie file size. As a result, 36.5 percent of the disk storage
space can be utilized to replicate certain movie titles. The
entry ðm; jÞ of each file assignment matrix depicted in Fig. 1
is 1 if a file copy of movie m is placed on disk j. The element
nm of each file replication instance describes the number of
file copies of movie m. We see in Fig. 1 that, even for such a
small system, the search space of the original problem is
reduced by more than four orders of magnitude. Only 355
out of the 507 likely allocatable file replication instances are
strictly allocatable, but we are not able to further confine the
search space to this narrower region.

5

SINGLE-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY
OPTIMIZATION

GAs are population-based generic search methods inspired
by the mechanism of natural selection obeying the rule of
“survival of the fittest” [24]. In a typical implementation of
GAs, a population of chromosomes is processed. Each
chromosome represents a candidate solution to the problem. Starting from an initial population of randomly

created chromosomes, GAs perform multidirectional stochastic search through a genetic evolution process, without
the need for any problem information, except for the
objective function values. It is hoped that after a certain
number of generations, the best chromosome represents a
good-quality solution that is reasonably close to the optimal
solution. Considering that GAs have been extensively and
successfully used for solving various real-world complex
optimization problems due to their broad applicability, ease
of use, and global perspective [12], we shall base our
implementation of the single-objective evolutionary optimization (SOEO) program in this paper on GAs.

5.1 Chromosome Representation
Fig. 2 depicts the chromosome structure of a file assignment matrix in the original problem and that of a file
replication instance in the transformed problem. The gene
at the kth locus, k ¼ Jðm  1Þ þ j, of a chromosome X in
the original problem controls a binary number indicating if
a file copy of movie m is placed on disk j in the
corresponding file assignment solution. Thus, the allele
space of each gene in the original problem is f0; 1g.
Similarly, the gene at the mth locus of a chromosome n in
the transformed problem controls a positive integer
representing the number of file copies replicated for movie
m specified in the corresponding file replication instance.
Thus, the allele space of each gene in the transformed
problem is f1; 2; . . . ; $g.

TABLE 2
Movie File-Size Distribution in the Three-Disk Example
Fig. 2. Chromosome structure. (a) File assignment matrix in the original
problem. (b) File replication instance in the transformed problem.
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TABLE 3
Impact of $ on the Population Size K

5.2 Choice of Population Size
The performance of GAs is susceptible to population size. In
general, a small population size increases the likelihood of
premature convergence due to the loss of niche, while a
large population size leads to a high computation cost. In
this paper, the principle of allele coverage established in [25]
has been used as a guideline to decide an appropriate value
for population size.
To prevent the premature convergence of GAs due to
poor population diversity, Reeves [25] suggested a preferable property of an initial population such that “every
possible point in the search space should be reachable from
the initial population by crossover only.” This property may
only be achieved if the entire allele space is covered at each
locus in the whole population of chromosomes. Given the
population size K, the chromosome length M, and the
cardinality $ of the gene at each locus of the chromosome,
the probability  of allele coverage is computed by


$!SðK; $Þ M
ð6Þ
¼
$K
in the transformed problem, where SðK; $Þ is the Stirling
number of the second kind [26]. Equation (6) serves as a
guideline for us to choose an appropriate K such that it is
large enough to ensure a sufficiently high probability of
allele coverage in the initial population. Note that for the
original problem, we can compute  from (6) simply by
replacing $ with 2 and using MJ as the chromosome
length. Table 3 enumerates the smallest K required to meet
  99 percent for each $ in the range ½2; J, given J ¼ 10
and M ¼ 100.

5.3 Initial Population
A naive population handling approach for population
initialization is to generate the initial population of
chromosomes in a purely random way within the entire
solution space. For the original problem, this is done by
randomly selecting a binary number for each gene of the
chromosome. For the transformed problem, this is done by
marking the corresponding gene with a positive integer
randomly selected from the allele space. Due to the large
infeasible region inherent in the file assignment problem,
the initial population created in such a purely random way
likely contains many chromosomes far from the feasible
region. Our proposed transformation method allows us to
exploit the problem-specific knowledge of the file assignment problem so that we can initialize the population in an
ad hoc way and obtain a diverse population sufficiently
close to the feasible region.
To that end, we create chromosomes for the initial
population by replicating movie titles in a greedy biased yet
random manner. Since our design goal with the proposed

Fig. 3. Ad hoc method for creating a chromosome for the initial
population.

transformation method is to operate GAs solely within the
search space of likely allocatable file replication instances,
we ensure that chromosomes in the initial population are
randomly generated within the domain of likely allocatable
file replication instances. Additionally, given the spare disk
storage space, it is preferable that multiple file copies are
allocated for movie titles with high traffic load. On the other
hand, we may replicate movie titles with a small file size
(though less popular) to fully utilize the disk storage space.
Bearing these concerns in mind, we have specifically
arranged all movie titles in decreasing order according to
Am . During the procedure of generating a chromosome,
for each movie m in that order, we mark its corresponding
gene with a positive integer nm randomly selected from
the range ½1; x. Let O0 count the required disk storage
space for all marked genes. Let L0 count the overall file
size of all unmarked genes (one file copy for each such
movie title), except that of movie m. We set x as $ if
$Lm  JC  O0  L0 . Otherwise, it is given by the largest
positive integer satisfying xLm < JC  O0  L0 . A procedure that implements this ad hoc method is shown in
Fig. 3.

5.4 Genetic Operators
In each cycle of the evolution process, a mating pool is
formed from the current population to enable reproduction
in the subsequent generation. For each pair of coupled
chromosomes in the mating pool, a uniform crossover
operator is used to promote information exchange between
the two chromosomes with an operational rate . To
introduce greater variability into the offspring, for each
gene of the offspring, a uniform mutation operator with a
small probability  is applied. For the original problem, if
the gene xm;j is chosen for mutation, it is simply changed
from 1 to 0, and vice versa. For the transformed problem, if
the gene nm is chosen for mutation, it is altered with a
positive integer randomly selected from the allele space.
5.5 Repair Mechanism
It is possible that an offspring generated through the genetic
operators lies in the region of strictly nonallocatable file
replication instances. A purely random population handling approach would leave the offspring as is. In contrast, to
meet our design goal with the proposed transformation
method, we handle it in an ad hoc way. We specifically
apply a repair mechanism to correct the offspring into the
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the SOEO implementation.

region of likely allocatable file replication instances. An
operation of the repair mechanism randomly selects a
multicopy movie m and decreases nm by one. This
operation is repeated until the overall disk storage space
required by the chromosome drops below JC.

5.6 Implementation
Fig. 4 shows the general procedures of the SOEO implementation. Note that such an implementation is applicable
to both the original problem and the transformed problem.
While we will describe in Section 8.1 the detailed constraint
handling method required for dealing with the original
problem and the transformed problem with purely random
population handling, here, we provide the details of the
SOEO implementation for the transformed problem with ad
hoc population handling.
We start by creating an initial population of size K by
using the ad hoc method presented in Fig. 3. We identify the
heuristic solution for each chromosome through the greedy
file allocation method. If the chromosome is allocatable, we
compute its RBP. If no heuristic solution is found, we
impose a death penalty by setting the RBP of the
chromosome to 1. The fitness fðnÞ of each chromosome n
is obtained by 1  RBP.
In each generation of SOEO, we use the tournament
selection operator to select K solutions from the current
population, some of which may be duplicate, to form the
mating pool. Tournament selection is known to have better
or equivalent convergence and computational time complexity properties when compared to any other selection
operator that exists in the literature [27]. For two chromosomes chosen for competition in a tournament, the winner
is the one with higher fitness. The rule is set in such a way
that any chromosome is made to participate in exactly two
tournaments. As a result, any chromosome in the current
population will have at most two copies in the mating pool.
Tournament selection essentially limits the number of
copies of each chromosome to be placed in the mating
pool, which is useful to prevent predominance of elitist
solutions and thus prevent premature convergence of GAs.
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The K solutions in the mating pool are then genetically
varied through crossover and mutation operations, as
explained in Section 5.4. If the resulting chromosome is
strictly nonallocatable, we apply the repair mechanism to
correct the solution into the region of likely allocatable file
replication instances.
The mating pool and the offspring are combined into one
transitional population. In the same way as for the initial
population, we decide the RBP of each offspring and obtain
its fitness value. The best K chromosomes are selected and
placed in the new population for the next generation.
The evolution process is terminated after a predefined
number of G generations have been completed. Alternatively, we presume convergence if the best solutions are not
improved over a certain succession of generations. In either
case, the file assignment with the highest fitness in the last
population is selected as the optimal solution. Ties are
broken by choosing the solution that requires the smallest
overall disk storage space.

6

PERFORMANCE INDICES

It was demonstrated in [11] that, for an LBF system with a
specified file replication instance, a file allocation instance
that ideally attains CLB always yields a lower bound on the
RBP. CLB is defined in such a way that for each c, c  1, the
traffic wishing to access
  type-c movies is uniformly
distributed among all Jc groups of c disks chosen from
the set of J disks in the system. It was observed in [11] that
the working principle of CLB is intuitively due to the fact
that it maximizes the disk resource sharing of multicopy
movie traffic, in addition to a straightforward disk load
balancing on single-copy movie traffic. Based on the
definition of disk resource sharing, the amount of movie
traffic that comes to disk i generated
by multicopy movies
P
that also reside in disk j is m2i \j Am =nm . It was shown
in [11] that if a file allocation instance ideally attains CLB,
the amount of type-c movie traffic received by disk i from
type-c movies that also reside in disk j is given by
^c
ðc  1ÞA
:
JðJ  1Þ

ð7Þ

If each disk in the VOD system can accommodate at least
one file copy of each movie title, a request for any movie
title is blocked only if the stream capacity of all disks is used
up upon the arrival of the request. Recall that no further
performance gain can be obtained, even if multiple file
copies of the same movie title are stored on a single disk.
We would therefore be able to achieve the ideally minimal
RBP of the system adequately by placing exactly one file
copy of each movie title on each disk. Such a full-replication
solution is extremely unlikely and unnecessary to be
employed in practice. Nevertheless, the concept of full
replication allows us to utilize the idea of disk resource
sharing to design efficient performance indices that can be
used to estimate the quality of a feasible file assignment.

6.1 Multicopy Traffic Index
The full-replication solution indicates an ideal file replication instance n, where nm ¼ J, 8m 2 F . Such an ideal file
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replication instance has one unique file allocation instance
that clearly attains CLB. Letting c ¼ J and A^c ¼ A in (7), we
readily find in this case that disk i receives a total of A=J
movie traffic from all movies that are also stored on disk j.
Accordingly, we define a multicopy traffic index (MTI)
given by
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
X  X Am A 2
2
u

ð8Þ
MTIhn;;i ¼ t
JðJ  1Þ i;j2D m2 \ nm J
i<j

i

j

to estimate the quality of a file assignment solution hn; ; i
on its assignment of multicopy movies as compared with
the ideal full-replication solution. More explicitly, we
measure for its file replication instance what proportion of
the movie traffic is for multicopy movies and for its file
allocation instance how evenly the multicopy movie traffic
is shared within each pair of disks. A smaller value of MTI
indicates a better file assignment solution regarding multicopy movies.

6.2 Single-Copy Traffic Index
The ideal full replication solution also indicates that there is
no single-copy movie on any disk in the system. For a real
file assignment solution hn; ; i that has single-copy
movies, the
P traffic load of single-copy movies on disk j is
given by m2j ;nm ¼1 Am .
We therefore define a single-copy traffic index (STI)
given by
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
u X X
u1
t
STIhn;;i ¼
ð9Þ
Am
J j2D m2 ; n ¼1
j
m
to estimate the quality of a file assignment solution hn; ; i
on its assignment of single-copy movies as compared with
the ideal full-replication solution that has 0 single-copy
movie traffic on each disk. More explicitly, we measure for
its file replication instance what proportion of the movie
traffic is for single-copy movies and for its file allocation
instance how evenly the single-copy movie traffic is
distributed among the disks. A smaller value of STI
indicates a better file assignment solution with respect to
single-copy movies.

6.3 Conflicting Relationship between MTI and STI
At first glance, each of these two performance indices
appears to indicate an attribute of an exclusive class of
movie titles for a given file assignment solution. While MTI
estimates the quality of a file assignment solution on its
assignment of multicopy movies, STI evaluates the quality of
the file assignment solution on its assignment of single-copy
movies only. We therefore might hope that MTI and STI do
not conflict with each other so that an optimal file assignment
solution would always be associated with the best values in
both MTI and STI. If that is the case, we would be able to form
a composite index simply by adding MTI and STI. Such an
easy-to-compute composite index would promise a substantial speedup of the SOEO presented in Section 5 by
simply replacing the cumbersome RBP evaluation.
However, it needs to be noted that the movie access
demand in the VOD system is highly skewed. Moreover,

Fig. 5. Domination in MTI and STI among five file assignment solutions.
A, C, and D are rank-1 solutions. B and E are rank-2 solutions.

the movie file size is also significantly asymmetric. To
achieve a good-quality allocation of multicopy movies, we
may have to suffer a poor-quality allocation of single-copy
movies to guarantee a feasible file assignment solution
satisfying the disk storage space constraint. Consequently,
there may exist a conflicting relationship between MTI and
STI, as we will see in Section 8.3.

6.4 Domination-Based Ranking
The concept of domination [12] has been conventionally used
in the classification of solutions for a multiobjective
optimization problem. Using this concept, solution x is said
to dominate solution y if 1) x is not worse than y in all
objectives and 2) x is strictly better than y in at least one
objective. On the other hand, the two solutions are said to be
nondominated solutions if neither can be said to dominate
the other. The nondominated set of solutions among a set of
solutions P therefore contains those chromosomes that are
not dominated by any member of P.
For a given P, it is useful to classify the entire set of
solutions into various nondomination levels. One effective
way of doing this is by the method of nondominated sorting
[28]. Using this method, solutions in P are sorted according
to an ascending level of nondomination. The nondominated solutions are grouped as rank-1 solutions. Once all
rank-1 solutions are identified, they are removed from the
set. Similarly, the nondominated solutions of the remaining
set of solutions are identified as rank-2 solutions and are
subsequently removed from the set in order to find rank3 solutions. This procedure is continued until all members
of P are classified into a nondomination level. An
illustrative example of how file assignment solutions can
be classified using the concept of domination with respect
to MTI and STI is shown in Fig. 5.

7

MULTIOBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMIZATION

Given MTI and STI that jointly estimate the quality of a file
assignment solution, we can convert the transformed
problem into the following multiobjective optimization
problem:
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Fig. 6. Flowchart of the MOEO implementation.

Minimize
Minimize

MTIhn; ; i
STIhn; ; i

subject to

nm 2 f1; 2; . . . ; $g; 8m 2 F
X
Lm  C; 8j 2 D:
m2j

The principle in solving a multiobjective optimization
problem is to search for a set of Pareto-optimal solutions,
including all the ultimate nondominated solutions [28], [29].
The curve formed by joining all Pareto-optimal solutions is
known as the Pareto-optimal front. The goal of multiobjective
optimization is thus to find a diverse set of nondominated
solutions that converges as close as possible to the Paretooptimal front.
Various implementations of multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms exist in the literature [28], [29]. Recent studies
have shown that elitism can significantly improve the
performance of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms [30].
It has also been demonstrated that the newly developed
NSGA-II outperforms all other popular elitist algorithms
[31]. We therefore base our implementation of the multiobjective evolutionary optimization (MOEO) program in
this paper on the controlled elitist NSGA-II [32]. This
version of NSGA-II allows us to maintain a good population
diversity through a crowding distance measure, which avoids
the inconvenience of setting a sharing parameter commonly
required in several early implementations of multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms. In addition, it employs a controlled
elitism mechanism, which largely improves the convergence
capability of the algorithm toward the Pareto-optimal front.

7.1 Implementation
As the flowchart in Fig. 6 shows, we start by creating an
initial population of size K using the ad hoc method. We
identify the heuristic solution for each chromosome through
the greedy file allocation method. If the chromosome is
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allocatable, we compute its MTI and STI by using (8) and
(9). If no heuristic solution is found, we impose a death
penalty by setting MTI of the chromosome to a sufficiently
large value MTI such that no feasible solution can yield an
MTI higher than MTI. Similarly, we set the STI of the
chromosome to a sufficiently large value STI such that no
feasible solution can yield an STI higher than STI. Note that
in this context,
it is sufficient to let MTI ¼ A=J and
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
STI ¼ A= J . The nondominated sorting method classifies
the entire population into ascending levels of nondominated solutions with respect to MTI and STI. A lower rank
indicates a better front of nondominated solutions. For each
solution within the same front, we further assign its
crowding distance by using the procedure described in
[28, p. 248]. This metric conveniently estimates the density
of the neighborhood where a solution resides.
In each generation of MOEO, we use the crowded
tournament selection operator [28] to select K solutions
from the current population, some of which may be
duplicate, to form the mating pool. For two chromosomes
chosen for competition in a tournament, the winner is the
one with a lower rank or the one with a larger crowding
distance if both are of the same rank. These solutions are
genetically varied through uniform crossover and uniform
mutation operations, followed by the repair mechanism, if
necessary, to correct any strictly nonallocatable chromosome into the region of likely allocatable file replication
instances.
The mating pool and the offspring are combined into one
transitional population. In the same way as for the initial
population, we identify nondominated fronts of the transitional population and estimate the crowding distance of
each solution. In order to prevent the algorithm from
premature convergence to a suboptimal nondominated
front, we use the controlled elitism mechanism presented
in [28] to promote an adaptive selection of elitist solutions
from each nondominated front in the transitional population and force these widely spread solutions to coexist in the
new population for the next generation.
The evolution process is terminated after a predefined
number of G generations have been completed. Alternatively, we presume convergence if the nondominated
solutions are not improved over a certain succession of
generations. In either case, we evaluate RBP for each rank-1
trade-off solution in the final population so that the global
optimal file assignment solution can be ascertained. Ties are
broken by choosing the solution that requires the smallest
overall disk storage space.

8

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted extensive experiments to examine the
performance of our proposed evolutionary approach. Here,
we report numerical results from five test systems:
.
.
.
.
.

TS-1:
TS-2:
TS-3:
TS-4:
TS-5:

J
J
J
J
J

¼ 10,
¼ 20,
¼ 30,
¼ 40,
¼ 50,

and
and
and
and
and

M
M
M
M
M

¼ 100.
¼ 200.
¼ 300.
¼ 400.
¼ 500.
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Fig. 7. Impact of problem transformation on SOEO-LBF. (a) Original problem. (b) Transformed problem with purely random population handling.
(c) Transformed problem with ad hoc population handling.

Studies in [33] have shown that the performance of the
evolutionary approach is not sensitive to the changes in the
crossover rate  and the mutation probability  though with
a slower convergence rate as  increases. All experiments
reported in this paper set  ¼ 0:7 and  ¼ 0:01. The
population size K is chosen in such a way that  
99 percent is ensured. Unless specified, all numerical results
are presented in the form of an observed mean from
10 independent runs of the corresponding experiment. The
radii of the 95 percent confidence intervals ([34, p. 273]) are
also provided where possible.

8.1

Impact of Problem Transformation
on SOEO-LBF
Our purpose with this experiment is to demonstrate the
impact of problem transformation on file assignment
optimization for the LBF system using SOEO (hence referred
to as SOEO-LBF). As discussed in Section 4, the region of
infeasible solutions to the file assignment problem can be
rather large. To implement SOEO-LBF for the original
problem, we need constraint handling techniques to guide
the search direction of GAs from the large infeasible region
toward the feasible region. The constraint handling method
proposed in [23] can be used in this context. This approach
efficiently handles constraints, without the need of setting
any penalty parameter commonly required in conventional
penalty-function-based constraint handling methods.
Let EX define the amount of constraint violation on disk
storage space by an infeasible chromosome X, which is
given by
XX
EX ¼
xm;j Lm  JC:
ð10Þ
j2D m2F

Let E be a sufficiently large value such that no chromosome

would require excessive disk storage space higher than E.
Note that it is sufficient to set E ¼ JðL  CÞ for the file
assignment problem.
If X is a feasible chromosome, we evaluate its fitness by
fðXÞ ¼ E þ ð1  RBPX Þ:

ð11Þ

On the other hand, if X is an infeasible chromosome, we
evaluate its fitness by
fðXÞ ¼ E  EX :

ð12Þ

In particular, if X violates (2), we impose a death penalty by

setting
P EX ¼ E. We also impose such a death penalty on X
if m2F xm;j ¼ 0 for at least one j, j 2 D. Clearly, chromosomes with fitness higher than E are feasible solutions.
With the fitness function defined in this form, we ensure for
the original problem that 1) the fitness of a feasible
chromosome is higher than that of an infeasible chromosome, 2) a comparison between two feasible chromosomes
is purely based on RBP, and 3) a comparison between two
infeasible chromosomes uses the information of constraint
violation on disk storage space alone.
For the purpose of comparison, we use the same
constraint handling method to implement SOEO-LBF for
the transformed problem with purely random population
handling. In this approach, the search space of GAs is the
entire domain of file replication instances. Consequently,
we again need constraint handling techniques to guide the
search direction of GAs from the large region of strictly
nonallocatable file replication instances toward the region
of allocatable file replication instances.
The results in Fig. 7 are obtained from the test system
TS-1. The disk model uses N ¼ 30. The movie file size is
randomly generated. The movie popularity distribution
follows (1), with  ¼ 0:271. We consider four different cases
by varying C from 14 to 17. With a smaller C, the region of
infeasible solutions to the file assignment problem is larger,
and the RBP of the LBF system is, in general, higher. The
results in Fig. 7 confirm that the constraint handling method
is effective in directing the search of GAs toward the
feasible region of the original problem. However, we
observe in all cases that SOEO-LBF for the transformed
problem consistently outperforms that for the original
problem. Even for such a small size system and even after
100,000 generations, the latter can only obtain solutions
with RBP up to 11 percent higher than those achieved by
the former in only 1,000 generations. Comparing between
the two population handling approaches for the transformed problem, we see in all cases that the ad hoc
approach converges to better quality solutions within fewer
generations. The performance gain is more evident in largesizes systems, as shown in Table 4.

8.2 Impact of $ on SOEO-LBF
It needs to be noted that SOEO-LBF can require considerable CPU time due to the cumbersome evaluation of RBP
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TABLE 4
Efficiency of SOEO-STI when  ¼ 0:271

Fig. 8. Impact of $ on the RBP performance of SOEO-LBF. (a)  ¼ 0:271. (b)  ¼ 0:4. (c)  ¼ 1.

Fig. 9. Impact of $ on the runtime efficiency of SOEO-LBF. (a)  ¼ 0:271. (b)  ¼ 0:4. (c)  ¼ 1.

for each feasible solution explored in the evolution process.
This is true, because the RBP calculation in (17) relies on an
iterative process to obtain a fixed-point solution. It is also
true due to the enumeration of the combination set ðÞ
involved in (13) to estimate the reduced load request arrival
rate for a multicopy movie m on each disk in the set m .
Such an enumeration would be rather cumbersome if a
movie title had a large number of file copies. On the other
hand, it is important to observe in (18) the dramatic
performance gain obtainable by movie m if its number of
replicas increases from nm to nm þ 1. Consequently, it is not
necessary to place a large number of file copies for any
movie title (even those popular ones) in a system of limited
disk storage space.
This point is demonstrated by running SOEO-LBF for
the same test system considered in Fig. 7, with $ varied
in the range ½2; J. We also increase the skewness
parameter  from 0.271 to 0.4 and then to 1. Let Amax ¼
maxm2F Am and Amin ¼ minm2F Am . With a higher value of
, the ratio Amax =Amin is larger. For this particular test

system, Amax =Amin ¼ 3:98, 6.92, and 100.54 when  ¼ 0:271,
0.4, and 1, respectively. Fig. 8 presents the RBP results of
the optimal solutions after 1,000 generations. Fig. 9
provides the average CPU time required on a 3.0-GHz
Pentium 4 machine for the 10 independent runs of SOEOLBF in each experiment. The quantities are plotted on a
logarithmic scale due to the large measured range.
These results confirm that SOEO-LBF with a large $
converges to solutions of statistically equivalent quality as
those obtained from SOEO-LBF with a small $, especially
when  is not large. Even when  ¼ 1, it is sufficient to
restrict $ to 5 in all cases, with different C values. On the
other hand, with large $, SOEO-LBF requires considerable
CPU time. This is mainly due to the cumbersome RBP
evaluation for feasible chromosomes typically having a
large number of file copies for certain movie titles. It is also
attributed to the large population size required to ensure
that   99 percent, as shown in Table 3. Note that even for
such a small size system, we have only managed to run
SOEO-LBF for  ¼ 1, with $ up to 7. This is ascribed to the
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Fig. 10. Rank-1 solutions in the last population of MOEO. (a)  ¼ 0:271. (b)  ¼ 0:4. (c)  ¼ 1. The solution with a minimal RBP is marked by “A.”

Fig. 11. Performance comparison among SOEO-SRT, SOEO-LBF, MOEO, and SOEO-STI. (a)  ¼ 0:271. (b)  ¼ 0:4. (c)  ¼ 1.

exponential growth of CPU time, as can be observed in
Fig. 9.

8.3 Efficiency of Performance Indices
We now investigate the efficiency of MTI and STI when
applied to solve the file assignment problem using MOEO.
Our particular interest is to see if MOEO can obtain
solutions of comparable quality but require less CPU time
when compared to SOEO-LBF. We again use the test system
TS-1 for this purpose. We run MOEO for 1,000 generations
in each experiment, with a particular value on C and  that
we have considered before. We set $ to J in this context,
since the evaluation of the two easy-to-compute performance indices does not involve the enumeration of any
combination set, as done with the RBP calculation.
The widely spread nondominated front of rank-1
solutions in the last population, as depicted in each plot
in Fig. 10 for C ¼ 14, clearly indicates a conflicting relationship between MTI and STI. It is interesting to observe that
when  ¼ 0:271, the solution with a minimal RBP (marked
by “A” in the plot) turns out to be the one with the smallest
STI. This indicates that in situations where  is not large, it
could be sufficient to use SOEO with STI alone (i.e., SOEOSTI) to find good-quality file assignments. This observation
is confirmed in Fig. 11, where we compare the solution
quality among SOEO-LBF, MOEO, and SOEO-STI. For
SOEO-LBF, we use the results presented in Fig. 8 at $ ¼ 10
for  ¼ 0:271 and  ¼ 0:4 and the ones at $ ¼ 7 for  ¼ 1,
since we have not managed to obtain results with a larger $
due to the exponential growth of CPU time. The results in
Fig. 11 demonstrate the sufficient accuracy of MOEO in all

cases. Despite the failure in all cases when  ¼ 1, SOEO-STI
is sufficiently accurate for  ¼ 0:271 and  ¼ 0:4.
Such an interesting property of STI is essentially due to
the disk storage space constraint and the nature of the
greedy file allocation method. With limited disk storage
space, the greater the number of file copies replicated for
certain movie titles, the greater the number of other movie
titles that would have only one single file copy. We have
seen in Fig. 8 that when  is not large, the optimal solutions
are, in general, those where no movie title has more than
two file copies. This results in fewer single-copy movies
and, hence, less proportion of the movie traffic for singlecopy movies. Consequently, such solutions are, in general,
associated with the smallest STI, provided that the singlecopy movie traffic is evenly distributed among the disks,
which is more or less ensured by the greedy file allocation
method [11].
This property of STI is further justified in Table 4 by the
extensive numerical results obtained from the five test
systems for  ¼ 0:271. In all cases, the disk model uses C ¼
14 and N ¼ 30. The movie file size is randomly generated.
Due to the exponential growth of CPU time required for a
large $, we are not able to carry out SOEO-LBF experiments
for the large size test systems if we shall set $ ¼ J. For the
purpose of performance comparison, we have chosen to set
$ ¼ minðJ; dAmax =Amin eÞ. This leads to $ ¼ 4 for TS-1, $ ¼
6 for TS-2 and TS-3, and $ ¼ 8 for TS-4 and TS-5. This is a
conservative upper bound, since we have seen in Fig. 8 that,
even if Amax =Amin ¼ 100:54 when  ¼ 1, it is sufficient to
restrict $ to 5. Table 4 again confirms the efficiency of MTI
and STI. Although MOEO converges slowly in the large size
test systems and hence requires more generations to obtain
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comparable solutions, SOEO-STI succeeds in finding solutions of statistically equivalent quality within the same
number of generations but with significantly reduced CPU
time by up to two orders of magnitude when compared to
SOEO-LBF.
Finally, we implement SOEO-SRT by using the analytical
model of the SRT system presented in [10] to demonstrate
the inefficiency of SRT. We run SOEO-SRT for the
transformed problem with purely random population
handling. For all the experiments presented in Fig. 11 and
Table 4, except those for TS-4 and TS-5, SOEO-SRT indeed
obtains optimal solutions, which achieve disk load balancing in the context of the SRT system. However, such
solutions yield very poor RBP performance in the more
realistic LBF system. A large variation can be seen in Fig. 11
when  ¼ 1. Even in cases where  ¼ 0:271, we see in
Table 4 that the RBP performance can be up to twice as bad.
Moreover, with purely random population handling,
SOEO-SRT cannot even find a feasible solution after
1,000 generations for TS-4 and TS-5. This again demonstrates the robustness of our proposed evolutionary
approach by operating GAs solely within the search space
of likely allocatable file replication instances to this difficult
file assignment problem.

where ðm  fjg; h  1Þ defines the set of all possible
combinations of choosing h  1 disks out of m  fjg, given
that disk j is in m . We also have
1
ðiÞ

^j

¼

X yjði1Þ ðmÞ
ði1Þ
m
y
m2
1

j

An accurate approximate analysis for RBP evaluation in an
LBF system using the fixed-point method was presented in
[10]. For the purpose of this paper, we briefly describe here
how we derive the set of fixed-point equations.
ðiÞ
Let j be the stationary probability that disk j is in state i,
or in other words, it delivers i video streams concurrently.
ð0Þ ð1Þ
ðNÞ
2 ; . . . ; ~
J . Let
Define ~j ¼ j ; j ; . . . ; j
and ~
¼ ~
1 ; ~
ðiÞ
yj ðmÞ be the rate of requests for movie m, m 2 j , given
ðiÞ
that disk j is in state i. Let yj be the rate of requests for all

ð14Þ

j

and

i!

CONCLUSIONS
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v2m fjgS k¼iþ1

ðiÞ

In this paper, we have presented an evolutionary approach
for tackling a realistic and challenging file assignment
problem for a large-scale VOD system. With the design goal
of a computationally efficient stochastic search using GAs,
we have proposed an elaborate transformation method for
the problem. This essentially relies on a good performance
greedy file allocation method so that a divide-and-conquer
strategy can be adopted and ad hoc population handling
methods can be designed to operate GAs within a drastically
reduced search space and yet obtain good-quality file
assignment solutions. We have further proposed two easyto-compute performance indices, namely, MTI and STI.
These two attributes can jointly estimate the quality of a file
assignment solution with respect to RBP. By means of MTI
and STI, we are able to circumvent the cumbersome RBP
evaluation in each cycle of the evolution process and yet
obtain file assignment solutions of comparable quality. We
have also observed that in situations where the skewness of
the movie popularity distribution is not large, the proposed
evolutionary approach can be made more efficient by using
STI alone, since it indicates with sufficient accuracy the
optimal solutions to the file assignment problem in such
circumstances.

NO. 6,

movie files in j when disk j is in state i. We have
P
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
yj ¼ m2j yj ðmÞ.
The state-transition process of disk j is modeled as
ðiÞ
a birth-death process [35], with the birth rate yj ,
ðiÞ
i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; N  1, and the death rate i^j , i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N.
For disk j, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; J, the reduced load request arrival
ðiÞ
rate yj when disk j is in state i is given by

nm 
X
Y
X X
pm
ðiÞ
yj ¼
uðiÞ
h
m2j h¼1
S2ðm fjg; h1Þ u2S
ð13Þ
N
X
Y

vðkÞ ;

j ¼

9
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N!
QN1
k¼i

ðNÞ

j ;

ðkÞ

yj

ð15Þ

ðkþ1Þ
^j

where
N
X

ðiÞ

j ¼ 1:

ð16Þ

i¼0

The system of (13), (14), (15), and (16) forms a set of
fixed-point equations:
~
 ¼ fð~
Þ;

ð17Þ

which can often be solved efficiently by the successive
substitution method [36]. By the disk independence
assumption [10] and having obtained ~
 by solving (17),
the RBP of the LBF system is computed by
Y ðNÞ
X
RBPhn;;i ¼
pm
j :
ð18Þ
m2F

j2m
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